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1. Introduction
The present study is related to the following problem.
Problem. Classify CR mappings between CR manifolds in terms of CR geom-
etry (for example, Levi form, type of point, minimality and so on).
There are at least following three directions in classifying CR mappings. Let
F M -> M be an arbitrary CR mapping between CR manifolds.
(1) If the Levi form of M satisfies certain conditions, then F is the restriction of a
holomorphic mapping. [18], [6], [7], [20], [3], [4], [8], [5].
(2) If the type of points in M and M satisfies certain conditions, then F is constant.
[5], [15], [16], [17].
(3) If the system of vectors derived from the mapping F and the tangential Cauchy-
Riemann vector fields on M satisfy certain conditions, then F satisfies a com-
plete system of finite order. [11], [12], [13], [14].
In this paper, we consider (3). First we give a definition of a complete system.
Complete System ([13]). A function F is said to satisfy a complete system of
order K if, for each multi-index α with |α| = K, there exists a real analytic function
H
a
 such that
DaF = HQ(z,D'3F \β\<K-l).
Thus if a function of class Cκ satisfies a complete system of order K, then it
is a real analytic function. We say that a mapping (Fι,...,F
n
) satisfies a complete
system of order K if its component Fj does.
Previously, C.K. Han mentioned the following conjecture and, in this paper, we
shall give a partial answer to it.
Conjecture ([11]). Suppose that MI and M2 are germs of Cω pseudoconvex
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hypersurfaces in C71"1"1 and F MI — » MI is a CR equivalence. If there is no complex
subvariety contained in MI, then there exists an integer k such that F G Ck implies
Recently he gave a partial answer to this conjecture.
Theorem (C. K. Han) [14]. Let M2m+1 be a Cω CR manifold of non-
degenerate Levi form. Let {I/i, . . . , L
m
} be Cω independent sections of the CR struc-
ture bundle of v. Let N be a Cω real hypersurface in Cn+1, n > m, defined by
r(z,z) = 0, where r(z,z) is normalized as Chern-Moser style (see (2.2) in §2). Let
f : M — > N be a CR mapping. Suppose for some positive integer K the vectors
{Laf : \a\ < K} together with (0, . . . ,0, 1) span Cn+1. Then f satisfies a complete
system of order 2K -f 1. Thus, f is determined by 2K-jet at a point and f is Cω
provided that f G C2K+l.
By observing the proof of the Han Theorem carefully, we can generalize the Han
Theorem to the case of the CR mappings from the hypersurface with degenerate Levi
form to the one with nondegenerate Levi form.
Let M and M be real hypersurfaces containing the origin in Cn+1. Denote the
variables in Cn+1 as z = (zi, . . . ,2
n
) G Cn and w = s + it G C. We say that
a CR mapping F : M ->• M between hypersurfaces satisfies the Hopf lemma prop-
erty at p G M [1] if the component of F normal to M has a nonzero derivative
at p in the normal direction to M. For functions /ι,...,/
n
 of class Cm, the sym-
bol sp(/ι,...,/
n
)c $ 0 (mod Jm+1) means that there does not exist (αι,...,α
n
) G
Cn\(0, ... ,0) such that αι/ι + . . .+a
n
f
n
 = 0 (mod Zm+1), where I is an ideal gener-
ated by z, z, s. In the following theorem, we assume that M and M are real analytic
hypersurfaces containing the origin and that (/, /
n
+ι) = (/i, , /n, Λι+ι) : M -> M
is a CR mapping of class C171 preserving the origin. In case (I), we assume that
m > I + 1 and in case (II), m is large enough (but not necessarily infinite). Type
of point is in the sense of T. Bloom-I. Graham [6] (/ < H-oo).
MainTheorem. Let M and M be real hypersurfaces in Cn+1 and (/,/
n
+ι)
M -> M a CR mapping. Suppose that M has a nondegenerate Levi form at the origin
and that the origin in M is a point of type I (< +00). Consider the following two
cases',
(I) M has a nondegenerate Levi form at the origin (I = 2), or M has a degenerate
Levi form at the origin and n — 1.
(II) M has a degenerate Levi form at the origin and n > 2.
In case (I), if (/,/
n
+ι) satisfies the Hopf lemma property at the origin, then it
satisfies a complete system of order I + 1.
In case (II), if (/,/
n
+ι) satisfies sp(fι, . . . ,/
n
)c jf 0 (mod Jm+1), then it satis-
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fies a complete system of finite order.
As a corollary to this theorem, we can prove a holomorphic extendability theorem.
Many of the holomorphic extendability theorems for CR mappings proved before have
an assumption that the CR mappings are of class C°°. For example, M.S. Baouendi
and L.P. Rothschild proved the following theorem.
Theorem (M.S. Baouendi-L.P. Rothschild) [2]. Let F : M -» M' be a smooth
CR mapping, where M and M1 are real analytic hypersurfaces in Cn+1. Let p0 G M
and P'Q = F(po). If either one of the following conditions is satisfied, then F is the re-
striction of a holomorphic mapping from a neighborhood of p$ in Cn+1 into Cn+1.
(1) The mapping F is of finite multiplicity at pQ, and M1 is essentially finite at p'Q.
(2) M is essentially finite at p0 and F satisfies F'(CTPOM) (jί H^(M').
On the other hand, by the help of the study of the extension problem for prop-
er holomorphic mappings, the holomorphic extendability theorem for CR mappings of
class C™ (m < +00) were proved by using the argument of papers [19] and [10]. We
give another extension theorem for such mappings as a corollary to main theorem.
Corollary. Let the notation be the same as in the main theorem. Then a CR
mapping (/, /
n
+ι) is the restriction of a holomorphic mapping on a neighborhood of
the origin if one of the following conditions holds.
(1) M has a nondegenerate Levi form at the origin. The mapping (/, /
n
+ι) is of
class C3 and satisfies the Hopf lemma property at the origin.
(2) M has a degenerate Levi form at the origin and n = 1. The mapping (/ι,/2)
is a mapping of class C/+1 and satisfies the Hopf lemma property at the origin.
(3) M has a degenerate Levi form at the origin and n > 2. The mapping (/, /
n
+ι)
is of class C™ (m is large enough, but not necessarily infinite ) and satisfies
This paper is organized as follows. In §2, we give some notation, basic results on
the tangential Cauchy-Riemann vector fields and on expansions of CR functions. In §3,
we prove the main theorem.
I would like to express my heartfelt gratitude to Prof. Takeo Ohsawa for giving
me some suggestions, including some linguistic advice, which were very useful for
preparing of this paper. I would like to thank Prof. Chong-Kyu Han, who visited Japan
in December 1995, for giving me his preprint [14]. His talk at Nagoya University and
in the conference on Complex Analysis of Several Variables 1995 at Shonan Village
Center led me to study on a complete system for CR mappings. I also express my s-
incere gratitude to Prof. Kengo Hirachi for giving me some suggestions, which made
the statement of the main theorem more simple.
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2. The tangential Cauchy-Riemann vector fields and power series of CR
functions
Let M be a real analytic hypersurface containing the origin as a point of type
/ (< oo ) in the sense of T. Bloom and I. Graham [6], [8]. Then, after a suitable coor-
dinate change, we may assume that M has a local defining function r = t — h(z,z,s),
where h is a real analytic function and is expanded in a neighborhood of the origin as
(2.1) h(z,z,8)=
I I / I + H >ι
H,|μ| > 1, τ > 0
In particular, if M has a nondegenerate Levi form at the origin, then we may assume
that h is expanded as
n
(2.2) h ( z , z , s ] = Σλj N2 + Σ Λ*μ,r*"*μ*τ,
r > 0
where λj = -hi or — 1. In case n = 1, we assume λi = +1. This expansion is due to
Chern-Moser [9]. Therefore, after a suitable coordinate change, we may assume that,
for a sufficiently small neighborhood U of the origin, we have ({0}n x M) Π U C M.
Notation for M will be denoted by 'tilde' style.
In this notation, we write down the tangential Cauchy-Riemann vector field Lk as
(2.3)
 Lfc d ,...,
1 — ιh
s
(z, z, s) os
where hZk(z,z,s) (resp. fts(z,z, s)) stands for the derivative of h in Zk (resp. s).
Lemma 2.1. Let a\ , . . . , a
n
 be nonnegative integers. Then
Z,f ) = (0,0)
Proof. This follows from the form of expansion ft. D
Any CR mapping between hypersurfaces defined by (2.1) and its 'tilde' style is
expanded as a power series. To show it, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2 ([2]). Any function f on M of class C™ satisfying Lkf =
0 (mod Zm+1) and /|{y_0} = 0 (mod Zm+1) is an identically zero function in
mod Zm+1.
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Proof. We write
Expand / on M as
f(x,y,s)= / ^ f
a
(x,s)ya
H>0
so that
/(x,0,β) Ξ /o(ar,β) = 0 (mod Im+1).
Then since the coefficient of ya in Lkf(x,y,s) = 0 (mod Jm+1) satisfies
dXfc αι,...,αfc + l,...,αn , ds ~
for αi + ... + a
n
 < m - 1, we have / = 0 (mod Jm+1). D
Using this lemma, we now prove the following proposition.
Proposition 2.3 ([2]). Let
(/i? 5 /n> #) — (Λ#) M —ϊ M
be a CR mapping of class C™ with (/,#)(0,0) = (0,0). Suppose that there exists
a sufficiently small neighborhood U of the origin such that the mapping satisfies the
property;
\ Im^(({0}n x M) Π U) = 0 (mod Jm+1).
Then fj and g can be expanded as
(2.5) f j ( z , z , s ) = Σ ^pza(s + ίh(z,z,s))p (mod
H>I,P>O
CXD
(2.6) ^,f,β) = ^ b0iq(s + ih(z,z,s))q (mod Jm
9=1
Proof. Expand fj on M Π {y = 0} as
δ
«,PχββP (modJm+1).
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Then we can find α£
 p inductivity so that
W+P>1
Let F j ( z , z , s ) be a power series as
(mod m+1
Since we have
(1) (fi-Fj)\{y=o}=0 (modlm+1)
(2) L k ( f j - F j ) = 0 (modlm+1)
and by Lemma 2.2, we obtain an expansion of f j . By the same argument, we get an
expansion of g. Namely, without the property (2.4), fj and g are expanded as
(2.7)
and
(2.8)
M+P>I
(modi™*1)
(mod
The property (2.4) implies a > p = 0 for 1 < p < m, which gives a desired result for
/j, and 60,g € M for 1 < q < m. Substitute aj>p = 0 and &0,g e M into (2.7) and (2.8),
then resulting power series satisfy
Σ
> 1, r > 0
L|α|>l,p>0
m Σ
Σ
(mod Jm+1)
Since, in the above equality, the sum of the terms that are not multiplies of Zi
satisfies
Σ
|/3|>l,ςr>0
- Σ (mod
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we get
b
βιq = 0 for \β\+q< m, \β\ > 1.
Therefore the terms with coefficients bβ,q with indices \β\ -f q > m -f 1, \β\ > 1 and
\β\ = Q, q > 1 remain. Since we consider (2.8) in mod Jm+1, only the terms with
coefficients 60,q for # > 1 remain. This gives a desired expansion of g. D
Lemma 2.4. Under the same notation as in Proposition 2.3, we have (dg/ds)(Q)
— δ0,ι £ IR
This lemma, which plays an important role in the proof of the main theorem,
holds without the property (2.4).
3. Proof of Main Theorem
In this section, we give a proof of the main theorem, which was stated in § 1. As-
sume that defining functions for real analytic hypersurfaces are normalized as (2.1) or
(2.2). Recall that a CR mapping (/, /
n
+ι) satisfies the Hopf lemma property at the
origin if (df
n
+ι/ds)(Q) ^ 0. Divide case (I) into two parts;
(1-1) M has a nondegenerate Levi form at the origin (/ = 2).
(1-2) M has a degenerate Levi form at the origin and n = 1.
We shall prove (1-1) K = 1, (1-2) K = 1/2 and (II) K < +00, where K is an
integer in the Han Theorem.
Proof of Case (I). For a sufficiently small neighborhood U of the origin, take a
real analytic curve 7 such that it approximates the curve (/, /n+ι)(({0}n x E)ΠC7) up
to order m at the origin. Since the CR mapping (/, /
n
+ι) satisfies the Hopf Lemma
property at the origin, 7 is transversal to H0(M), the holomorphic tangent space at
the origin. Therefore by [9] §3, after a suitable coordinate change, we may assume
that (/,/
n
+ι)(({0}n x M) Π U) is tangent to {0}n x R at the origin up to order m.
Namely, the CR mapping satisfies the property (2.4) in Proposition 2.3 and therefore
fj and /n+i are expanded as (2.5) and (2.6) respectively. Note that the form of the
defining function for M is invariant under this coordinate change.
CASE (1-1). To show K = 1, we prove that
/Lι/ι(0) ... Lι/n(0)
det j ' . : I = det
\Ln/l(0) ... Ln/
n
(0),
for α/k = (0,..., 1,..., 0) (only fc-th component is 1). The first equality follows from
the simple calculation. For simplicity, we write the left hand side as det(Jac(/)(0)).
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First we consider the equality Im/
n
+ι = /ί(/,/, Re/
n
+ι) (mod Jm+1), namely,
Σ <p
+higher terms
Σ
-7 -α (CL Z \S —a,p V
(mod Xm+1).
Since /ι(z, 2, s) is expanded as (2.2), comparing the coefficients of
on the both sides of (3.1), we get
This is vacuous if n = 1.
Comparing the coefficients of \Zk\2 on both sides of (3.1), we get
,ι + 60,1) = b0ii\k (by Lemma 2.4)
(i φ k)
Therefore we obtain the relation;
0
Thus det(Jac(/)(0))^ 0 if and only if
, 'n+l /
Λ
\ _ /
 Λ&0,1 = — « - (0) 7* 0,
C75
which implies the assertion.
CASE (1-2). It is sufficient to show Z//2/ι(0,0) = a}/2 0 ^ 0. Note that //2 G N
by the previous paper [16]. As in the case (1-1), the components of the CR mapping
(Λ 5/2) are expanded as in Proposition 2.3. We start with the following equality,
2i °>*( s -
9=1
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α>l,p>0 .α>l,p>0
+higher terms (mod Jm+1).
First we consider / > 4. Comparing the terms of degree smaller than / — 1 in z and z
on both sides of the above equality, we get
a^p = 0 for 1 < α < - - 1, p > 0, α + p < ra.
Let denote h^ by the homogeneous polynomial of degree / in z and z in /ι. Substitute
a
l
a p = 0, 1 < α < (//2) — 1, p > 0, α-f p < ra into (3.2). Then picking up the terms
of degree / in z and z from the resulting equality, we obtain the equality;
P
sP+ Σ ΣαUX-α«Ί Σ ai,
p>0 p>l a=l \p>0 / \p>
p>0 p>0
+ Σ Σ <P^
P
α=l \p>m-α+l / \p>0 / p>0 p>l
(mod Zm+1).
Comparing the terms that are not multiplies of s in the above equality, we have
Since the homogeneous polynomial ftO has an expansion;
v + μ = I
v,μ > 1
we get /iι/,μ,o = 0, for (ι/,μ) ^ (1/2,1/2). If we have Λ//2,//2,o = 0, then we get
h^ — 0, and this implies that the origin in M is not of finite type /. Therefore we
conclude that h^(z^z) — ft//2,//2,okl/ an(^ ^//2,//2,o Φ 0. By Lemma 2.4, we obtain
lα//2,θl —
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Therefore, by the assumption that the mapping (/ι,/2) satisfies the Hopf lemma prop-
erty, we have αί^
 0 φ 0, which implies the assertion of this theorem.
Next we consider / — 2. Comparing the coefficients of the terms of degree 2 in
z and z on both sides of (3.2) and noting that ΛI,I,O = 1 by (2.1) and (2.2), we have
2|αι,o|2 = fro,ι + 5o,ι» which completes the theorem by using the same argument as
above. D
Proof of Case (II). To show that K < +00, it is sufficient to show that there
exist n-linearly independent vectors in
3,β),...,L '/n(0,β))
L°-f(0,8) =
Lef(Q,s) = (L f 1 ( Q , S ) , . . . , L β f n ( 0 , 8 ) )
for real variable s. Here #ι, . . . ,0
n
, . . . ,0 are multi-indices with |0ι| < . . . < \θ
n
\ <
. . . < \θ\ and |0| (< oo) is large enough.
Assume that there exist only ^-independent vectors (k < ri). Then, after renum-
bering if necessary, there exist cf +1 , . . . , c£+1 , . . . , c™, . . . , c% G C such that they sat-
isfy (n — k) equations;
(3.4.n) L"f
n
(0,s)
for any multi-index a with 1 < |α| < \θ\. Since we have
!<p*" (mod
p>0
equations (3.4.k+l), . . ., (3.4.n) become
J=l P>0
Σ
 α
sx
 Ξ
 Σ Σ ^
α
ίχ (mod
ί>>0 j=l p>0
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Regarding these as power series in s, we get the equalities
k k
Ic -{-1 'X ^ k -j-1 j n ___ 'X ^ n j
for 0 < p < m — |α|. These imply the following relations,
a?lza(8 + ih)p (mod Jm+1)
M+P>1
Ξ
 Σ
j'=ι
Similarly, we get the relations,
k k
j=ι j'=ι
These relations contradict to the assumption. Therefore there are n-independent vectors
in (3.3). Then the proof of case (II) is complete by putting s = 0 in (3.3). D
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